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1 Introduction
Experimental studies of fermions at unitarity have stimulated theoretical developments of
nonrelativistic conformal field theories. The conformal extension of the Galilean algebra
was found a long time ago [1, 2] and was later analyzed in the context of string theory.
Mehen, Stewart, and Wise explored the consequences of the conformal invariance for the
scattering amplitudes involving unitarity fermions [3], and subsequently other applications
have been considered in the literature [4–6].
The understanding of the operator structure of nonrelativistic conformal field theory is
still not complete. Only recently has the operator product expansion begun to be explored.
The motivation was to probe unitarity fermions at short distances. There have also been
attempts to construct holographic duals of the unitarity fermions [7–9]. A very interesting
nontrivial check is the computation of the three-point function from hologrpahy, which
yields the same result as the calculation in the field theory of unitarity fermions.
In this paper we explore the consequences of conformal invariance on the structure of
the OPEs. One property of nonrelativistic OPEs is that the OPE coefficients involves, in
general, nontrivial functions of the ratio x2/t, where x and t are the separation between
the two points:
O1(x)O2(0) =
∑ 1
|x|∆1+∆2−∆n cn
(
x2
t
)
On(0). (1.1)
Here and later, x ≡ (t,x), but x2 ≡ |x|2.
In general conformal symmetry is not powerful enough to restrict the form of the
functions cn. In this work, however, we show that when one of the operators participating
in the OPE is an elementary field, that is it carries scaling dimension equal to d/2, the
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A
B
Pj Kj D C H
Pi 0 −iδijN −iPi −iKi 0
Ki iδijN 0 iKi 0 iPi
D iPj −iKj 0 −2iC 2iH
C iKj 0 2iC 0 iD
H 0 −iPj −2iH −iD 0
Table 1. Values of [A,B].
OPE coefficents are, in general, determined up to a numerical coefficient. The exception
is when one of the other operator has particle number zero, in which case not all the OPE
coefficients are fixed by symmetry.
We also look at the structure of the family generated by a primary with particle number
zero. This case is particular because the a subset of the ladder operators in the algebra
commute when the particle number is zero. We discuss the consequences of this degeneracy
and its implications for the existence of conservation laws.
2 Nonrelativistic conformal symmetry
To make the paper self-contained, we recall some basic fact about nonrelativistic conformal
field theories [6].
2.1 The Schro¨dinger algebra
The Schro¨dinger algebra in d dimensions, schrd is formed from the operators N, D, Mij ,
Ki, Pi, C and H, respectively the number (mass), scaling, rotation, Galilean boost, spatial
translation, special Schro¨dinger transformation and time translation operators. The oper-
ator N is central and all operators transform with the appropriate tensor structure under
rotations Mij . The rest of the algebra is given in table 1.
We look at representations made of local operators such that:
O(x) = eiHt−iP·xO(0)e−iHt+iP·x. (2.1)
Since N is central, it is also convenient to look at operators that have specific particle
number NO:
[N, O(0)] = NOO(0). (2.2)
If we look at operators C, H and D, they span a subalgebra of schrd isomorphic
to su(1, 1) corresponding to the lowering, raising and diagonal operators repectively. An
operator O is said to have scaling dimension ∆O if:
[D, O(0)] = i∆OO(0). (2.3)
The operators Pi and Ki also act as raising and lowering for the eigenvalue of D, albeit with
increments of 1 (compared to increments of 2 in the case of H and C). We can therefore,
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classify the representations of schrd with their number and the lowest scaling dimension.
(These form standard cyclic representations.) We will call the operator of lowest weight a
primary operator:
[C, O] = 0, [Ki, O] = 0. (2.4)
For primary operators, the action of C and Ki can be written as:
[Ki, O(x)] = (−it∂i +NOxi)O,
[C, O(x)] = −i(t2∂t + xi∂i + t∆O)O + x
2
2
NOO. (2.5)
2.2 Correlators
The Schro¨dinger algebra puts restrictions on the form of the correlators. Similar to rela-
tivistic CFTs the form of the 2-point function of primaries is determined upto an overall
constant [4]. For scalar primaries we have (similar result holds for operators which trans-
form like tensors with respect to rotations):
〈O1(t1,x1)O2(t2,x2)〉 = c δ∆1∆2t−∆112 exp
(
iM
2
x212
t12
)
, (2.6)
where t12 ≡ t1 − t2 and x12 ≡ x1 − x2.
However, conformal symmetry does not completely fix the three-point function, which
can depend on one arbitrary function (in the relativistic case, this occurs for four- and
higher-point correlators). We have, for three- and four-point functions [4, 10]:
〈O1O2O3〉 =
∏
i<j
t
1
2
∆−(∆i+∆j)
ij exp
(
iM1
2
x213
t13
+
iM2
2
x223
t23
)
F3(v123)
〈O1O2O3O4〉 =
∏
i<j
t
1
6
∆−(∆i+∆j)/2
ij exp
(
iM1
2
x214
t14
+
iM2
2
x224
t24
+
iM2
2
x234
t34
)
×
× F4
(
t12t34
t13t24
, v124, v134, v234
)
(2.7)
where ∆ =
∑
∆i and:
vijk =
1
2
(
x2jk
tjk
− x
2
ik
tik
+
x2ij
tij
)
. (2.8)
F3 and F4 are functions of one and four variables respectively. The form of these functions
is not not restricted by the symmetries.
3 The operator product expansion
Similar to relativistic CFTs [11–13], we expect the product of two operators at two different
points to be expressible as a sum of local operators. Restricting to the OPEs of primary
scalar operators (similar results hold for the OPE of tensor operators) we have:
Oi(t, x)Oj(0) =
∑
k,l
Cklij (t, x)Ok,l , (3.1)
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where Ok,l denotes the l’th descendant of the primary operator Ok. The Scho¨dinger algebra
puts stringent restrictions on the form of the coefficients Cklij , where in most cases, we can
read off the coefficient of descendants from the coefficient of the primary Ck0ij . We assume
the operator Ok has nonzero particle number. The case of operators carrying zero particle
number will be discussed in section 5.
Here, we recall the procedure for deriving these coefficients. The first few terms of the
expansion (3.1) can be written as:
O2(x)O3(0) = (C0(x) + Ci1(x)∂i + C2(x)∂t + Cij3 (x)∂i∂j + · · · )O1. (3.2)
Commuting both sides with Ki, we get:
(−it∂i +N3xi)C0 = N1Ci1,
(−it∂i +N3xi)Cj1 = −iδijC2 + 2N1Cij3 , (3.3)
while commuting with C gives:(
−it2∂t − itxi∂i − it∆3 + x
2
2
N3
)
C0 = −i∆1C2 +N1Cii3 . (3.4)
These equations completley determine Cii , C2, and C
ij
3 in terms of C0:
Ci1 =
1
N1
(−it∂i +N3xi)C0
C2 =
i
N1(2∆1 − d)
[
t2(−2iN1∂t + ∂2)− 2iN2txi∂i + i(N3d− 2N1∆3)t+N3N2x2
]
C0.
(3.5)
Note that N2 +N3 = N1. The expression for C
ij
3 in terms of C0 can be easily written down
using (3.3) and (3.5). The rest of the coefficients in the series can be derived in a similar
fashion.
Operators with dimension d/2. From (3.5) it is clear that when the dimension of the
operator O1 is equal to d/2, the equation for C2 becomes ill-defined and can be interpreted
as a restriction on C0 itself. We note that the value d/2 is the unitarity bound on operator
dimensions. In the theory of fermions at unitarity, the elementary fermion field ψ and its
Hermitian conjugate ψ† have this dimension. In this case, we can identify O1 = ψ, so
N1 = −1, ∆1 = d/2, and N3 = −(N2 + 1). The equation for C0 is then:[
t2(2i∂t + ∂
2)− 2iN2txi∂i + i(N3d+ 2∆3)t+N3N2x2
]
C0 = 0. (3.6)
This is a partial differential equation for C0. However, scale invariance tells us that C0 has
the form:
C0(t, x) = t
− 1
2
∆23,1f(x2/t). (3.7)
Using this form, the PDE for C0 turns into an ordinary differential equation for f :
4yf ′′ + 2[d− i(N2 −N3)y]f ′ +
[
N2N3y − id
2
(N2 −N3)− i(∆2 −∆3)
]
f = 0. (3.8)
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The solution to this equation is
f0 = e
− i
2
N3y
[
AU
(
−α, d
2
,− iy
2
)
+B L
d
2
−1
α
(
− iy
2
)]
, (3.9)
where α = 12(∆2−∆3− d2), U(a, b, x) is the confluent hypergeometric funtion, Lba(x) is the
generalized Laguerre polynomial and A and B are coefficients determined by the boundary
conditions. Here, we note that regularity at y → 0 sets A equal to zero and B can be fixed
with proper normalization requirements.
The final result is that for the OPE of any two primary operators, the exact form
of the coefficient of dimension d/2 operators is known. In what follows, we discuss the
consequences of this extra information.
It is worth noting that the fact that in equation (3.5), instead of deriving the coefficients
of the descendants we ended up with a constraint on the coefficient of the primary is a
reflection of the existence of a null operator (an operator which is both a primary and a
descendant). Therefore, if we can find more null operators we would be able to impose more
constraint equations for the OPE coefficients. This search can be done systematically by
assuming the most general form of a descendant operator (an arbitrary number of raising
operators H and Pi acting on a primary operator) and then requiring that the action of
lowering operators C and Ki on this descendant operator gives zero. In this way, we can
derive that all null operators with non-zero particle number are of the form (∂2−2iN∂t)nO
where O is a primary of dimension d/2− n+ 1 (This was first shown in [14]. For a recent
review see [15]). In the case above n = 1. Noting that D = d/2 is the lowest scaling
dimensions from unitarity constraints, we see that there is a unique null operator in any
Schro¨dinger symmetric theory (more precisely, the number would be equal to the number
of operators with scaling dimension d/2). Again, the case of operators with zero particle
number is unique and we examine it in section 5.
4 Restrictions on multipoint correlators
3-point Functions. One can use the known OPE coefficient to restrict the form of the
3-point functions which include operators of dimension d/2. From equation (2.7) we have:
lim
x,t→0
〈O1(y)O2(x)O3(0)〉 = (ty)−∆1t− 12∆23,1 exp
[
iM1
2
y2
ty
+
iM2
2
x2
t
]
F3(x
2/t), (4.1)
where the fraction x2/t is kept finite in the limit. On the other hand from the OPE (3.2)
we have:
lim
x→0
〈O1(y)O2(x)O3(0)〉 = t−∆23,1/2f(x2/t)(ty)−∆1 exp
[
i
M1
2
y2
ty
]
, (4.2)
where f is defined in equation (3.7). From these we conclude that:
F3(z) = e
− i
2
M1zf(z). (4.3)
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Therefore, if one of the operators has dimension d/2, the form of the 3-point function is
completely known. We will identify O1 = ψ, so N1 = −1, ∆1 = d/2, and N3 = 1 − N2.
There is one caveat here. The limits must all exist and be non-zero.
Now that we have the 3-point function exactly, it is easy to see that we can derive any
of the OPEs involved by taking the appropriate limit. In particular, we can write:
ψ(y)O2(x) = D0(y − x)O†3(x). (4.4)
Then, using the known result of the 3 point function discussed above, we can relate the
coefficient D0 to the coefficient C0 in equation (3.2) by taking different limits. We have:
C0(x, t) = t
∆1−∆3 exp
[
iM2
x2
2t
]
D0(x, t). (4.5)
This can now be used to derive a differential equation for D0 using (3.6):[
2i∂t + ∂
2
]
D0(x, t) = 0, (4.6)
where we have used the scaling property of D0(x, t). We see that the OPE coefficient
satisfies the Schro¨dinger equation. Moreover, we can also show that:[
2iM1∂ty + ∂
2
y
] 〈O1(y)O2(x)O3(0)〉 = 0, (4.7)
whenever ∆1 = d/2 and ty > tx > 0. Since the 3-point function of primaries was already
constrained to a function of a single variable, this extra constraint completely determines
the function up to boundary conditions. In fact this explains why the 3-point functions
of the elementary particle ψ, calculated in different theories [5, 9] match because they all
satisfy this differential equation.
We could have expected this from the OPE expansion of the correlator. We note that
the two point function of primary operators of scaling dimension d/2 is the Green’s function
of the Schro¨edinger operator. Therefore, any n-point function that can be collapsed down
to the two point function of these operators, will satisfy the Schro¨edinger equation. This is
possible only when the operator with the scaling dimension d/2 appears as either the first
or last operator in a time-ordered correlator.
What happens when the operator appears in the middle of a correlator is not clear
in general. However, in the special case of fermions at unitarity we can easily answer the
question. The classical equation of motion states that:[
∂t +
1
2iM1
∂2
]
ψ↑ = ψ
†
↓φ. (4.8)
A simple Schwinger-Dyson type argument shows this result should hold inside correlators
(upto contact terms). This is indeed true and in the case of 3-point functions can be checked
explicitly using the differential equations derived above. We note that since the operator
ψ†↓φ includes both annihilation and creation operators, its correlators would vanish if it
appears at the endpoints, thus recovering the previous result.
We expect a similar relation to hold in general where the Schro¨edinger operator acting
on a primary operator of scaling dimension d/2 would equal a primary operator that
includes both creation and annihilation operators.
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4-point Functions. Knowing the exact form of the 3-point functions, we can now try
to restrict the form of the 4-point function. In particular, it seems that we are in a similar
situation to relativistic CFTs, where the 3-point function is known and the 4-point can be
viewed as a sum over intermediate states. The easiest way to calculate the form of the
4-point function when we have two operators of dimension d/2 is to calculate it within
a particular theory. Then by the previous results, the answer should be the same in any
other theory with the same 3-point functions.
Here, we will use the embedding of schrd in confd+2 to carry out the calculation. This
is a particularly nice choice, as the structure of 4-point function of the relativistic CFTs
is known and the mapping between the 3-point functions is simple. Doing the calculation,
we obtain:
〈O1O2O3O4〉 ∼ δ
(∑
Mi
)∫
dζ1dζ2dζ3e
−iM1ζ1−iM2ζ2−iM3ζ3×
× F
(
t12t34
t13t24
ζ3(ζ1 − ζ2 + iv124)
ζ2(ζ1 − ζ3 + iv134) ,
t12t34
t23t14
ζ3(ζ1 − ζ2 + iv124)
ζ1(ζ2 − ζ3 + iv234)
)
. (4.9)
We see that the general function F4 of 4 variables is expressible as a function of only 2
variables. However, there is no simple relation between the two and one must use the
integral formula above to relate them.
5 Zero particle number sector and conservation laws
In this section we look at the structure of the family associated with a primary O with
a zero particle number. What is special in this sector is the fact that the operators Ki
and Pj that act as ladder operators, commute with each other. What this means is that
descendants that we derive from raising the primary with the P operator cannot be lowered
back to the primary by the use of the lowering operator K:
KiPjO = PjKiO + [Ki, Pj ]O = 0. (5.1)
Hence, if we have an operator O′i which lowers to the primary operator O with the use
of Ki, this operator cannot be a descendant of O. We will call these operators which are
not descendants of the primaries but nevertheless play a role in the operator algebra, alien
operators.
We can derive a simple relation between the the family members (alien or descendant)
at any level. Assuming O(n) is an alien operator at level n, which lowers to O
(n−1)
i , we have:
PjO
(n−1)
i = PjKiO
(n) = KiPjO
(n). (5.2)
This is just the statement of the commutation of the ladder operators. Normally, the
cartoon of a family tree would depict the ladder operators as parallel but in opposite
directions. That is the operators PK and KP , raising followed by lowering as well as
lowering followed by raising, would act as identity. However, in the zero particle number
case, KiPj = PjKi and it is not proportional to the identity. If we orient the tree such
that the scaling dimension changes vertically, KiPj would act horizontally.
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Ji
n
Tij
KiPi
∂in
∂iJj
∂i∂jn
C
H
∂tn
Figure 1. The family tree of the operator n.
As an example, we consider the particle number operator n = ψ†ψ, a primary with
particle number zero. Using the notation
←→
∂i =
−→
∂i − ←−∂i , the first two alien operators
are Ji = − i2ψ†
←→
∂i ψ and Tij =
−1
4 ψ
†←→∂i←→∂j ψ, which appear on the far right at each level.1
Successive applications of Ki and Pi take us up or down along the tree but always slanted
to the left (see figure 1). We note that by a simple counting argument, all possible spatial
derivative combinations of ψ and ψ† appear on the tree.
In the family tree of a generic operator with particle number zero, each dot on the
diagram represents only the position of an operator with respect to other operators. A
remark is in order for when a spot on the diagram is occupied by more than one operator,
which is the case for most positions. Two scenarios can arise. First, it is possible that there
is no further relation between these operators than what is derived from their position on
the family tree. That is, they are in fact distinct operators. This is the case for the
descendants of a generic neutral operator.
However, it is also possible that there is a linear combination of the operators sitting
on the same spot that lowers to zero using both C and Ki. This is similar to the case of
the null operator in the previous section. As an example, again we specialize to the family
of the operator n (However, the same arguments can be applied in any family where these
requirements are met). Consider the spot denoted by the blue dot in figure 1. Here we
have the two operators ∂tn and ∂iJj which are of course related by the continuity equation
∂tn+ ∂iJi = 0. And it is in fact this linear combination that is null.
2
For the case of the primary operator n, it turns out that there is a single alien operator
at each level of the family tree (e.g. Ji and Tij for levels one and two) and that there exists
a null operator (in these cases ∂tn+ ∂iJi and ∂tJj + ∂iTij respectively.) Here, we give the
1We note that the operator ψ†
←→
∂t ψ is also an alien operator which lowers in the same way as δ
ijTij .
However, since there is a linear combination of the two which is a primary, we need only include one of the
two in the family of the operator n and of course we pick Tij since it carries more information than just its
trace. A similar story happens at every level of the tree.
2However, because of the existence of the alien operator Tij this null combination does not restrict the
form of the OPE as in the previous section.
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explicit form of the alien operator entering at level l:
C
(l)
i1···il = (2i)
−lψ†
←→
∂i1 · · ·
←→
∂ilψ. (5.3)
We define C(0) ≡ n and note that C(1)i = Ji and C(2)ij = Tij . Using this definition, we have:
[Kk, C
(l)
i1···il ] = i
l∑
n=1
δknC
(l−1)
i1···in···il , [C,C
(l)
i1···il ] = 0, (5.4)
where the notation in implies the n’th index is ommited. With these definitions for the
alien operator at level l, we can easily derive that the following combination is null:
O(l) = ∂tC
(l)
i1···il + ∂jC
(l+1)
ji1···il . (5.5)
The fact that this null combination has the form of a conservation law is very sug-
gestive. Whether or not the operator O(l) is in fact zero is another matter which can-
not be answered by looking at the operator algebra alone. In general we can show that
O(1) = O(2) = 0, which are nothing but the continuity and energy conservation equations.
In the free theory one can also demonstrate that the infinite conservation laws in this sector
in fact arise from the O(l)’s [16]. It is also known that in the interacting theory all but the
first few are broken.
What the algebra does demonstrate is that if there are conservation laws, they should
be found among the null operators which relate the alien operators of adjacent levels. And
in fact if there is a conservation law in the free theory that is broken in the interacting
theory, its non-conservation must act as a primary operator. That is, its n-point functions
with other primaries are restricted as in equations (2.6) and (2.7).
6 Conclusion
We have shown that it is possible to further restrict the OPE and n-point functions of some
primary operators in CFTs just by algebra considerations. In particular, we showed that
operators with critical scaling dimension d/2, e.g. the elementary particle ψ, has known
OPE with any other primary. Because of this, its 3-point function is determined up to an
overall constant.
We also analyzed the structure of the descendants of primaries with zero particle
number and showed that there are non-descendant operators that nevertheless play an
important role in the family, the so-called alien operators. There is an intimate relationship
between null operators derived from these alien operators and conservation laws. However,
the question of conservation is one that needs to be looked at in each theory.
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